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ABSTRACT

Observations of Holocene sealevel changes from tectonically inactive sites contain
information on the melting histories of 

-the 
Late Pleistocene ice sheets and on the

mantle viscosity. These tto factors can be separated by examining the sealevel
records from ivell separated localities. The New Zealand sealevel curves are
relativelv insensitive to the viscosity of the mantle if much of the meltwater comes
from noithern hemisphere deglaciaiion and the data rules out significant additions
of meltwater from Aritarcticaâfter about 10,000 years ago. These observations also
indicate thar much of the northern hemispheie deglaciation took place in the interval
of 14.000 to 6000 years ago. Sealevel cûtves foinorthern Australia indicate a well
develóped Holocené high siand whose amplitude is relatively insensitive to the time
of deelaciation but is rñore sensitive to vifcosity. An effective Newtonian viscosity,
repreõentative of the mantle below the northein Queensland coast is estimated as
(2-5)1O'z '  p .

INTRODUCTION

Observations of vertical movements of the Earth's crust relative to sealevel are
important in several respects. On a purely rigid and immobile .planet such
obãervations would provide constraints on the melt history-of ¡hg ice sheets: on the
amount of meltwatei added to the oceans, on the Íate at which this water has been
added, and on the approximate location of the source of meltwater. On a viscous
but otherwise inert Éärth, these observations constrain the viscosity of the planet,
once the melt history has been established. On a dynamic Earth, the observations
are compounded bv tectonic movements that usually occur on longer time scales. It
may be^ expecting much if observations of raised and submerged beaches and
teriaces can be usãd to separate contributions arising from the rebound process from
non-related tectonic prbcesses. particularly in view of uncertainties in the
observational data and in the knowledge of the melting histories of the ice loads.
However. some seDaration is possible by examining the vertical movements at
different ãist"nces from the centres of thé ice loads Secause different parts of the
sealevel curves may be particularly sensitive to either the viscosity structure or the ice
load.
Recent rebound studies have emphasized the importance of obse-rvations close to the
ice load (e.g. Peltier and Andreri 's,1976; Peltiei et a\.,1978; Ç1"*, 1980; Quinlan
and Beaulñont, 1981), for these provide information on the fine detail of the
deelaciation reÉi-e. olce the visco^sity of the mantle has been established. Further
arùay, well beyónd ihe limits of the oiiginal ice sheets, the relative sealeve-l changes
are lêís sensitiíe to the details of the loaã and contain instead important information
on rhe mantle viscosity (Farrell and Clark, 1,976). The fluctuating sealevels vary
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Fig. 1 Predicted sealevel changes
relative to Dresent dav sealevel for
New Zeiland sités and for
d i f fe ren t  va lues  o f  mant le
viscosity (in poise). The ICE 1
melt history has been adopted.

more smoothly far âway from the ice load. both in location and in time. and are
influenced maínly bv thê added meltwater ánd its self-sravitational effecté.
If the predominant source of meltwater originated from"the melting of the northern
ice sheets, then the south-west Pacific region lies in the far-field. If both Arctic and
Antarctic deglaciations have contributed-to the meltwater then the far-field region
will be confiãed to more equatorial resions. Observations of sealevel variatioñs in
the south-west Pacific may, therefore] provide some useful information on the
meltwater history as well as on the mantle viscosity.

SOLUTIONS OF THE SEALEVEL EQUATION

The theoretical problem of quantifying the sealevel changes caused by the exchange
of mass between ice sheets and oceans has been placed on a sound foundation by
Farrell and Clark (1,976) who emphasized that the self-gravitational effects of ice
and water contribute significantly to sealevel and that sealevel changes are fat Írom
uniform over the oceans.
The zero order solution of the associated integral equation (see also Nakiboglu er
a\.,1983) is the eustatic sealevel rise: the volùme of the meited ice divided b"v the
océan surface over which this volume is distributed. This eustatic sealevel surfáce is
not an equipotential surface and departs significantly from the actual sealevel
surface. The first order solution is one that ensures that this new surface. on a rieid
Earth, is an equipotential surface. Sealevel near the ice load will generally lie belów
the eustatic level and rise above it far from the load. For the ICE 1 model of Peltier
and Andrews (1,97 6) of the northern hemisphere deglaciation, this difference attains
about 12 m at New Zealand sites and is nearlv zero at Hawaii.
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The second order solution allows for the deformation of the Earth under the new
distribution of the surface load: the decrease in ice load and the increase in the water
load. This effect varies considerably from region to region, even within the south-
west Pacific. In particular, the effeót is quite-different"between island stations and
continental margin stations (e.g. Peltier et al., '1,978; Clark, 1980). Along rhe east
coast of Australia this additional effect is about 20 m for a mantle viscosity of 1O'? ' p
and the ICE 1 model, while for New Zealand it is only a few metres (Fig. 1). Aì
island sites in the south-west Pacific in general, the dependence of sealevel on
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Fig. 2 Predicted sealevel changes relative to present day sealevel along the northern part of the
Ba"rrier Reef, Australia, for d"ifferent viscosities (in póise). The ICÐ1 melt history has been
adopted.

viscosity is not strong, not exceeding a few metres for viscosities in the range 102'to
10"p. information ón viscosity caã be extracted from the Holocene-part of the
sealevel curve, particularly along continental margins. The amplitude of this
Holocene 'high' ii in fact a quite diiect measure of the viscosity as cañ be seen in Fig.
2. Of particular interest is that the amplitude of the high is relatively insensitive to
the tiniing of melting. This is illustrateä in Fig. 3 wheré the Holoceáe sealevels are
illustrateð for differðnt intervals of the melting of the same total amount of ICE I
Arctic ice.
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Fig. 3 Holocene sealevel
c h a n g e s  i n  n o r t h e r n
Queensìand, Austral ia, for
different ice models. 17 /6
indicates melting from 17000
to 6000 years ago, 14/5 from
14000 to 5000 years ago. The
mantle viscosity is 5x10" p for
all results.

The above results are valid only for the melting of northern hemisphere ice sheets. If
there has been a significant amount of deglaciation in Antarctica at about the same
time. then there riill be sreater variabili-tv in the sealevel curves of the southern
o.eans. With the Antarclic ice load discússed in the next section, the difference
between "eustatic" sealevel and the viscoelastic sealevel is now more than 30 m for
New Zealand. Also, now the viscoelastic sealevel curves are quite sensitive to the
mantle viscosity (Fig. a).

Gulf of CarPentaria
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Fig. 4 Holocene sealevel variations at Auckland, New Zealand, due to the melting of
Antarctic ice only from 18000 to 6000 years ago.

The Antarctic ice model used here is modified from that used in Nakiboglu er ø/.
(1983). Hughes et al. (I98I) estimated that the deglaciation ice from the shallow
continental margins of the Ross andrWeddell seas added about L0'km3 of waterto
the oceans but detailed information on the melting history is lacking. SØe have
adopted a simple deglaciation regime by taking the difference between the maximum
ice cover estimate of Stuiver et al. (1,981.) and the present ice volume. This difference
occurs mainly around the above-mentioned seãs and this ice volume has been
modelled by 10" Iatitude x 10" longitude squares in each of which melting occurs in
the.interval of 18,000 to.6000 years ago.the interval of L8,000 to 6000 years ago.
If there has been a significant Ántarctiê contribution from the above areas in thisIf there has been a significant ÁntIf there has been a significant Antarctic contribution from the above areas in thi
tim_e interval, then the predicted Holocene sealevel change is one of a gradual rise ir

ICE MELT HISTORIES AND THE NEW ZEALAND SEALEVEL
CURVE

The observational evidence for l L sites in the south-western Pacific has been
discussed by Nakiboglt et al. (1983). These observed sealevel curves have been
compared with predicted curves based, in the first instance on the ICE 1 model of
Peltier and Andrews (1,976) in which the major melting occurred from 18,000 to
6000 years ago. The comparison is unsatisfactory at all sites and Nakiboglu et al.
conclude that either (i) the melting interval of the ICE 1 model must be brought
forward into the interval 14,000 to'SOOO years ago or (ii) melting of the Antarcdcìce
sheet in about the same time interval made a significant contribution to the total
added meltwater.
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sealevel up to the presént time, unless the viscosities are low, of 1.0"' þ or less (Fig.
4). The recent results of J.G. Gibb (this volume) for sealevel changes near Auckland
rule this out, for his data confirm - more clearly than the earlier ñsults of Schofield
(1,960) - that sealevel there has remained near its present level for the past 6000
years. In the absence of evidence for a recent Antarctic contribution,- the New
Zealand sealevel curves for different sites can be combined into a sinsle curve.
assuming that all sites are free from significant tectonic movements. The"Auckland
data of Schofield (1960\ can therefore"be combined with the Christchurch data of
Schofield (1,964), with the additional data oÍ Gibb requiring that little change in
sealevel occurred since 6000 years ago. This combined data set reinforces the earlier
conclusion about the Antarctic contribution (curve 4 of Fie. 5). This resuh also
indicates that it is not possible to push the melting history tóo fâr forward in time
(e.g. curve 3 of Fig. 5j and what-is required to ðxplain ihe data is a more rapid
increase in added meltwater, up to about 6000 years ago.
There is considerable evidence in support of thié requirément. Andrews and Barry
(1'978) conclude that the southward ád-vance of the Ni¡rth Ame¡ican ice sheet did not
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Fie. 5 Predicted and observed
seãlevels along the shorelines
of New Zealanð, for rr = 5x1 0z t

o. Curves L-3 are for Arctic
meltwater only in the intervals
18/6, L6/6, i+lS (x thousand
years) respectively, curve 4
reDresents Arctic + Antarctic
mêltwater in the interval 18,/6
(x thousand years), and curve
5 (dashed line) represents the
Arctic meltwater in the interval
t4/6 and Antarctic melfwater
in the interval 22/L0 (x
thousand years).

culminate until about 14,000 years ago and that secondary glacial advances
occurred as late as 8000 years ago. Estimates for the end of deglaciation also vary
considerably in the ranqe of 7000 to 5000 years ago (c.f. Bryson et a|.,1'969;Prcst,
1969; Fil loi 'r,1,972). È.rget et al. (1,984) concluded that-the time of maximum
additíon of meltwatêr intõthe oceat i took place about 8000 years ago, some 2000
years later than predicted by the ICE 1 model. There is also evidence to_support the
ärg.r-ettt that tihe bulk oíthe Antarctic melting took place earlier than-did the
northern ice sheets (Broecker. 1984\.
Together, these twò modifications go a long way towards explaining the New
Zeãland sealevel curves (Fig. 5, curve 5). What is needed, in order to evaluate
further the ice load history õf Antarctica. are more Holocene sealevel records from
southern latitudes, from sites devoid of éignificant tectonic movements.

NORTHERN QUEENSLAND SEALEVELS AND MANTLE
VISCOSITY

Recent results by Chappell (1983) provide a very precise m€asure of sealevel changes
in norrhern Quéenslañä for the pait 6000 yearé. The predicted sealevel changes ior
this locality indicate a well developed Holocene high if the viscosities exceed 10" p
(Fig. 2). Flrthermore the amplitride of this high is not very sensitive to the tirne
i.ttãrvai in which the northernhemisphere meltiñg took place(Fig. 3) and Chappell's
results (Fig. 6) therefore place a very good constraint on the mantle viscosity if it can
also be established that the sealevel in this region is insensitive to the Antarctic
contribution. The Queensland sites are, howéver, sensitive to the addition of
Antarctic meltwater (Fig. 7) but only if this is added in the interval 18,000-6000
years ago, something thãt appeats to'be precluded by the New Zealand data. If this
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Fig. 6 Holocene sealevels along the north coast of Queenslan{, Australia, according to
Cñappell (1983) compared with predicted values for several viscosity and northern
hemisphere ice load models. l, tt = SxIOzt p, with melting from 16,000 to 6000 (.L6/6 yearc
a g o ) . 2 , r t = 5 x 1 o 2 t  p , 1 ' 4 / 5 . 3 , \ = 1 0 "  p , - i 6 / 6 . 4 , n = L n "  p ,  1 , 4 / 5  ( x t h o u s a n d y e a r s ) .
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Fis. 7 Holocene sealevel variations along the northern part of the Great Barrier Reef of

Qieensland, Australia, due to the meltinf of Antarctic icè from 18000 to 6000 years ago.

addition occurred much earlier, then the amplitude of the Holocene high remains
largely unaffected (compare Figs 2 and 7 withihe latter shifted backwards in time by
about 4000 years).
Chappell's rèsults exclude mantle viscosities in excess of 5x10'' p and less than
abouf 2x10'' p. These viscosities are effective Newtonian viscosities, an equivalent
value for a uniform Newtonian mantle. and from this observation alone neither the
depth dependence nor any departures from linearity can be established (e.g. Cathles,
1980). Iieing based on ihe Îlolocene part of thé sealevel curve, the pãrt that is1980). Iieing based on ihe ilolocene par- of the sealevel curve, the pãrt that is
determined largely by the upper-maltle flow inducedþy tLq added meltwater'.this
viscosity estimãte'máv be côirsidered as a reqional value. The value deduced from
this seaievel curve is .rot nery different from t-he (2-6)10" p obtained by Na\ibogluthis seaievel curve is .rot uery different from t-he (2-6)10" p obtained by Nakiboglu
and Lambeck (1980) from the secular polar motion and acceleration of the Earth's
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rotation, using essentially the same formalism as used he¡e. Taking these values_at
face valúe, thõr the viscosity of the mantle must be remarkably unilorm because the
latter estimates are more representative of the mantle as a whole. A better
knowledge of the melting histoiies is required to substantiate this suggestion, but the
observation is nevertheless interesting in that it indicates that such detailed sealevel
curves from different localities may permit estimates to be made of regional
variations in the viscosity of the upper mantle.

r"....1\

North Barrier Reef
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